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The African Empires expansion adds a completely new aspect to  
Monumental: Trade. This is a new way for players to assert their dominance 
through Gold and Trading Posts to score victory points, as well as gaining  
powerful Trade Benefits along the way. 
The expansion introduces three new Civilizations with completely new strategies: 
the Zulu Kingdom, the Mali Empire, and the Kingdom of Aksum. 
Furthermore, the expansion includes new development deck cards, new map tiles 
and a new way to play the game - the continuous play mode. 
Finally, there are additional way to spice up gameplay, with Quests that give 
players specific goals to achieve during the game.

1. 1. TRADE TRADE 

African Empires introduces trade and economy to Monumental, a new axis for 
which players can compete for victory points. Players will invest in Trade via the 
Trade board and construct Trading Posts on the map.

Additional Setup
1. Place the Trade board to the side of the map.

2. Each player places their Civilization’s score marker on the 0 space.

3. Place all the Trade Benefit tokens in the cloth bag, and place it to the side of 
the Trade board.

4. Give each player 2 Trading Posts which they keep in their supply (like 
Outposts). Randomly give each player three Exchange tokens, which they 
keep face up (with the effect visible) next to their capital tile.

The Trade board records the progress of each player’s trade and economy. At the 
end of the game, you gain 1 victory point for every 2 spaces you have moved on the 
track (shown on the board), and the player/s who have moved the furthest gain an 
additional 3 victory points.
In addition, whenever your token reaches a space on the track that shows a trade 
benefit, draw a random Trade Benefit token from the bag and place it face down 
in front of you. Like Market tokens, you can use a Trade Benefit token at any point 
during your turn, and when you do, you discard the token. There is no limit to how 
many Trade Benefit tokens you can have.

There are two main ways you can move on the Trade board: investing and building 
a Trading Post. Other cards and effects may also allow you to move forward on 
the Trade board (for example, the ability of Musa Keita, the Warlord of the Mali 
Empire).

• • InvestInvest

Invest is a new action you can take on your turn. To invest, pay 1 Gold to the 
supply, and move your token 1 space forward on the Trade board. You can only 
take this action once each turn.

• • BuIld a tradIng PostBuIld a tradIng Post

Your Explorers now have an additional action they can take on their turn: building 
a Trading Post. To do so, both of your Explorers must be in the same Province, 
however, only 1 of the Explorers takes the action (the other one may have taken 
an action earlier in the turn). If you do so, place one of your Trading Posts on 
the province with your Explorers, and then return both of your Explorers to your 
Capital tile. Then move your token forward on the Trade board a number of spaces 
equal to the shortest distance in tiles from your Capital to the Trading Post you 

just built. Additionally, if you built your Trading Post in a province with a Free City 
token, you immediately draw one Trade Benefit token from the bag.

You can only build 2 Trading Posts in the entire game. Like Wonders, Trading 
Posts are never removed from a province, even if it is conquered by another player 
after being built. 

• • tradIng at a tradIng PosttradIng at a tradIng Post

When your Explorer is in a province that has an opponent’s Trading Post, you may 
trade with that opponent. Doing so uses the action of that Explorer for the turn, 
and will move that Explorer immediately back to its Capital tile when completed.

To trade with an opponent, you must first pay them 1 Gold, then choose one of the 
face up Exchange tokens next to their Capital. Immediately take the action of that 
token, before turning it face down (your opponent cannot refuse this exchange). 
If after you have done this, all of the Exchange tokens are now face down, flip 
them all back to be face up. Finally, move your Explorer immediately back to your 
Capital tile.

2. 2. NEW DEVELOPMENT CARDS,  NEW DEVELOPMENT CARDS,  
THE RESERVE AND UNRESTTHE RESERVE AND UNREST

African Empires adds new Development cards to Monumental, which you can 
mix in with Development cards from other boxes. You can randomly choose 
which cards to use each game, or choose them. In either case, the table below 
shows how many of each type of card you need to make the Development deck:

#Players Era I Era II Era III

2-4

5 Buildings

5 Knowledge

5 Wonders

4 Buildings

4 Knowledge

4 Wonders

4 Knowledge

4 Wonders

5

6 Buildings

7 Knowledge

6 Wonders

5 Buildings

5 Knowledge

6 Wonders

6 Knowledge

6 Wonders

African Empires also introduces three new concepts, the Future Era (IV), Reserve 
and Unrest.

2.1. 2.1. the Future era (Iv)the Future era (Iv)
Additional Setup 
Place the Future Era cards to the side of the Development deck.

When the final card of the Development deck is revealed, take the Future Era 
cards and place them face up below the Development display. From this point 
on, players have a new action they can take on their turn - contribute to a Future 
Era Project.

When a Future Era Project is still under the Development display, on your turn you 
can pay any number of matching resources of the appropriate type (e.g. Military 
for the Global Peacekeeping project). Then take the matching project and place it 
to the side of your city, placing the paid resource counters on the card.
You may also take a Future Era card if it is next to another player’s city. To do 
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so, you must pay an amount of the appropriate resource exceeding the amount 
already on the card. You then take the card and place it next to your city, adding 
making sure the number of resource counters on the card matches what you paid 
in total.

For the three projects that require a specific basic resource, you may pay Gold in 
addition to that resource; simply convert the Gold to the specific basic resource 
counter when placing them on the card. However, you cannot use Gold towards 
the United Nations project which can only be paid for with Culture. You may have 
any number of project cards next to your city at the same time, providing you paid 
for each.

At the end of the game, each Future Era project you have next to your city is worth 
2 points. 

2.2. 2.2. the reservethe reserve

Additional Setup 
Shuffle the unused Development cards, separately for each Era, and place as 
separate face down decks and place them aside the Development Display as a 
Reserve.

Various cards in African Empires have a new effect: Reserve a card. When a 
card tells you to reserve a card, you draw the top card of the deck on the Reserve 
matching the current Era or any earlier Era, and place it face up next to your 
Warlord. That card is considered to be in your reserve. If you ever have to draw a 
card from the Reserve and the corresponding deck is empty, you may draw from 
an earlier Era deck of your choice.
On your turn, you may acquire any card in your reserve in the same way you 
would if acquiring it from the Development display - you pay its cost and then 
either place it on top of your deck (in the case of Building and Knowledge cards) 
or next to your city with a Wonder marker on it (in the case of completing the first 
stage of a Wonder).

If you are using the Renaissance Era, there is no separate pile for this Era on the 
Reserve; if you would reserve a card during this Era, you draw from either the first 
or second Era piles.

2.3. 2.3. unrestunrest

Additional Setup 
Place the Unrest cards as a face up deck next to the Basic Buildings.

Unrest represents problems occuring in your city which prevent it from 
functioning at full capacity. Whenever a card effect instructs you to take an 
Unrest card, you take one from the supply and place it on top of your deck.

Activating an Unrest card in your city has no effect; however, when you do so it 
is immediately returned to the central pile. If an Unrest card is archived, it is also 
returned to the central pile.

3. 3. CONTINUOUS PLAY MODECONTINUOUS PLAY MODE

The continuous play mode is an alternative play mode. It aims to erase possible 
downtime in a game of Monumental, especially at higher player counts, by having 
players all activate cards in their city at the same time, and then take turns one at 
a time. It is a much more tactical and engaging mode of play, and provides a new 
way to enjoy the game for players who prefer it.

• • setuP ChangessetuP Changes

1. The number of cards in the Development display is increased depending on 
the player count:

 2 players : single row of 6 cards
 3 players:  single row of 7 cards
 4 players : single row of 8 cards
 5 players:  single row of 9 cards

2. When preparing the Development deck, take the last 6 Age III cards, and 
place the Last Round card on top of them, before placing the remaining Age 
III cards on top of them, and then assembling the deck as normal.

3. Give each player 5 action markers, and give the starting player the matching 
marker.

In the continuous play mode, the game is played in rounds, with each round 
following the same steps as the regular game: Activate City, Take Actions, 
Replenish City and Replenish Display. However, in this mode each of these steps 
are taken by the players one at a time.

• • aCtIvate CItyaCtIvate CIty

Beginning with the player with the Starting Player marker and proceeding 
clockwise, each player activates a row and column of cards in their city. They 
immediately gain any resources that are generated by cards, placing them in their 
supply. However, any other text effects on the cards are not yet carried out.

• • take aCtIonstake aCtIons

Again, beginning with the player with the Starting Player marker and proceeding 
clockwise, each player chooses a single Action to perform. These actions are the 
same as in the normal game (Acquire Development card or Basic Building card, 
complete a Wonder, Develop a Cultural Policy, Conquer a Province, Move Military, 
Construct Outpost, Play Explorers, Use the effect of an activated card or active 
Cultural Policy, or make Scientific Progress). Additionally, the African Empires 
expansion adds two new actions: Invest, and Acquire a Development card from 
your reserve. 

Whenever you use the effect of a card or take an action with an Explorer, place an 
action token on it to remind you its effect has already been used this round - you 
may not use it again on a future action in the same round. Similarly, place the Gold 
you spent under your marker on the Trade track after you use the Invest action, to 
remind you that you cannot Invest again in the same round. 

There are a number of free actions a player can take in addition to the single action 
they take each turn. This includes using the effect of a token you have previously 
gained (such as a Market, Trade Benefit or Exchange token). Additionally, you 
immediately gain any bonuses that result from taking an action, such as getting 
the immediate effect when you conquer a Barbarian, complete a Wonder or 
develop a Cultural Policy. Gaining these bonuses does not count as taking another 
turn.
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Once you have performed a single action, then the next player clockwise performs 
a single action, and so on. On your turn, instead of performing an action, may 
choose to Pass. If you do, you will take no further actions this round, and you 
immediately discard any resource counters you have remaining (while keeping 
any Gold, Culture, Production).

Once all players have passed, this step ends.

• • rePlenIsh CItyrePlenIsh CIty

All players simultaneously discard all activated cards from their city as normal, 
and remove any action markers that are on cards. Also return any gold on the 
Investment track to the general supply.

• • rePlenIsh dIsPlayrePlenIsh dIsPlay

First, if the number of cards taken from the Development display was less than 
the number of players, discard additional cards from the display until the number 
missing is equal to the number of players, starting with the card furthest away 
from the deck. For example, in a 4 player game, if only 2 cards were taken during 
a round, you would discard the rightmost 2 cards from the Development display.

Then the display is filled with cards from the top of the Development Display deck 
to fill up to the usual amount, sliding cards to the right until all gaps are filled. 
Then pass the Start Player marker to the left and begin a new round.

If the Last Round card is revealed during the replenishment, instead discard it 
and continue to refill the Development display. This means that the next round 
will be the final round of the game; after it finished the game is over and players 
score points as usual.

Once all players have passed, the round ends, and you set up for a new round. 
The game continues until the Last Round card is revealed during the refilling 
of the Development display. When this happens, that card is discarded, and the 
development display is filled. The next round is the last.

4. 4. NEW PROVINCE TILESNEW PROVINCE TILES
African Empires adds 5 new types of Terrain tiles with special effects to use in 
your maps, including Mines, Foothills, Savannahs, Oases and Harbours.

5. 5. QUEST MODULEQUEST MODULE
Quests add new ways for Civilizations to gain victory points by completing 
specific objectives during the game.

At the start of the game, shuffle the Quest cards, and deal 2 to each player face 
down. Each player may look at their own Quests at any time.

Each Quest card details a condition for a player to achieve during the game, for 
example, having 10 Gold. Whenever you achieve the condition of one of your 
Quests, reveal the card and place it face up next to your Warlord. At the end of 
the game, gain 2 additional victory points for each Quest you have successfully 
achieved. 

6. 6. NEW AUTOMA ADDITIONSNEW AUTOMA ADDITIONS
African Empires adds a number of new additions for the Automa. Set up is the 
same as for the regular game, including setting up the Trade Track, Reserve 
and Unrest supply. The Automa gains Exchange tokens as for the normal game, 
placing them face up next to their capital.

• • new automa aCtIon Cardsnew automa aCtIon Cards

Shuffle the 5 new Automa action cards (all of which have the action of moving 
up on the Trade track) and shuffle them into the deck. These allow the Automa to 
compete on the Trade track. If the Automa would ever gain a Trade Benefit token, 
it instead receives 2 Gold.

There are also 4 new Advanced Automa action cards, which you can choose 
some or all to shuffle into the Automa deck at the start of the game to adjust the 
difficulty.

Finally, there are 3 new Civilization Automa cards for the three new Civilizations 
in African Empires.

• • new rules For exPlorers, exChange tokensnew rules For exPlorers, exChange tokens

When the Explorer visits a Trading post controlled by another player, they first 
gain 3 gold, then give 1 of gold to that player. The Automa then flips down one 
of that player’s available Exchange tokens, chosen randomly. Then the Automa’s 
Explorer returns to their Capital.


